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Texturing and Modeling, Third Edition: A Procedural ApproachMorgan Kaufmann, 2002

	What is a realistic image? This is an age-old question in art, and a contemporary
	question in computer graphics. This book provides a modern answer involving the
	computer and a new definition of realism.


	The classic definition of realism has been veridical realism. Does the picture pass
	the comparison test? That is, would an...
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Modeling and Prediction of Polymer Nanocomposite PropertiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This book lays the theoretical foundations and emphasizes the close connection between theory and experiment to optimize models and real-life procedures for the various stages of polymer composite development. As such, it covers quantum-mechanical approaches to understand the chemical processes on an atomistic level, molecular mechanics...
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Photoshop CS6 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	A dobe Photoshop is one of the most important computer programs of our age. It’s made photo editing a commonplace thing, something for the everyperson. Still, Photoshop can be a scary thing (especially that first purchase price!), comprising a jungle of menus and panels and tools and options and shortcuts as well as a bewildering...
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Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap... and Others Don'tHarper Perennial, 2001

	The Challenge:

	Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties, showed how great companies triumph over time and how long-term sustained performance can be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from the verybeginning.


	But what about the company that is not born with great DNA? How can good...
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Programming Oracle® Triggers and Stored Procedures, Third EditionPrentice Hall, 2003
Effectively create and manage complex databases with Oracle! Systems and database expert Kevin Owens explores PL/SQL, Oracle's answer to the Structured Query Language (SQL), and teaches you what you need to know to build robust and complex databases for your business.

Using easy-to-follow instructions and...
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Effective Succession Planning: Ensuring Leadership Continuity And Building Talent From WithinAMACOM, 2005
If you're looking for a quick, easy, and fun guide to constantly cultivating from within your organization the talent to move up and fill positions left behind by others, don't look here. Written by a human resources expert who teaches at Penn State, Effective Succession Planning must surely be one of the driest books ever written on this...
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Developer's Guide to Microsoft Prism 4Microsoft Press, 2011

	Building WPF and Silverlight applications can be challenging, especially for those new to
	the technology. Building clean, maintainable, extensible, testable, loosely coupled ones—
	with no idea where to start—is close to impossible. In late 2007, I was privileged to get a
	call from Glenn Block at Microsoft asking if I was...
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ActionScript 3.0 Design Patterns: Object Oriented Programming Techniques (Adobe Developer Library)O'Reilly, 2007
Now that ActionScript is reengineered from top to bottom as a true object-oriented programming (OOP) language, reusable design patterns are an ideal way to solve common problems in Flash and Flex applications. If you're an experienced Flash or Flex developer ready to tackle sophisticated programming techniques with ActionScript 3.0, this hands-on...
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3D in Photoshop: The Ultimate Guide for Creative ProfessionalsFocal Press, 2010

	This is the first book of its kind that shows you everything you need to know to create or integrate 3D into your designs using Photoshop CS5 Extended. If you are completely new to 3D, you'll find the great tips and tricks in 3D in Photoshop invaluable as you get started. There is also a wealth of detailed technical insight for those who...
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The Complete Guide to SAS IndexesSAS Institute, 2006
           Charles Patridge Sr. Data Engineer Full Capture Solutions, Inc
 Michael has written an excellent learning and reference manual about SAS® indexes which is well thought out and presented aptly. 

       Marje Fecht Partner Prowerk Consulting
   Michael Raithel...
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Filming the Fantastic:  A Guide to Visual Effects CinematographyFocal Press, 2007
Reveals industry secrets for producing professional special effects!     

       Don't waste valuable time and budget fixing your footage in post!  Shoot the effects you want effectively and creatively the first time.

This full-color step-by step guide to visual effects cinematography empowers you to plan out and execute...
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Advanced Computational Methods in Science and Engineering (Lecture Notes in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2009
The aim of the present book is to show, in a broad and yet deep way, the state of the art in computational science and engineering. Examples of topics addressed are: fast and accurate numerical algorithms, model-order reduction, grid computing, immersed-boundary methods, and specific computational methods for simulating a wide variety of...
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